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which would transform the whole political life of Germany and
sweep from its advance the fragments of extremism to join the
hidebound and the paralytic in the dustbins of history. With the
young behind him he would remake Germany. The mediocre
and the base were winning because the good were not fighting;
if they would but fight, youth with its clear eyes could be trusted
even in the obscurity of battle to see the difference. He never
for a moment, with doctors in daily attendance, doubted his own
strength to fight; he left that to the God who armeth the
patriot.
It was a great dream, and most commentators who have recon-
structed it from the few hints given them have dealt tenderly
enough with it, because they feel it to be a pathetic dream, the
product of a sick, disordered brain. That is at once to justify all
his pessimism on German Liberalism and to give the fever in his
blood too much credit. Actually all that sickness did was to
clothe conceptions in over-romantic trappings. Actually what the
critics call a pathetic dream was the most elementary political
wisdom based at once on observation controlled by common sense
and on shrewd calculation. From the narrowest of viewpoints he
must find national bases for his policy, his long-term policy. He
had tried every one and found them useless; the only practical
course left was an effort at creation. If the events of the past six
months had shown anything they had shown the utter bankruptcy
of the existing parties, his own included. What other alternative,
save, indeed, surrender, was there to one who, in ill-health though
he was, was still the youngest, most virile, and most intellectually
imaginative politician in Germany? And what better method of
solving the crisis than to steal the thunder of one set of extremists
by coming out boldly as a national leader, and of the other by
raising once and for all the issue of liberty? He was the only
German statesman who saw the importance of that issue not in
itself but as a clarion call to youth that was pathetically seeking
liberty in the camps of tyranny. In one sudden flash he realized
the tragedy of the true revolutionism that is the advance guard
of freedom, the political tragedy of Germany's youth.
And with that realization came a deeper hatred of the extremist

